
A Many-Sptendored Thing
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When I broke down with CFS eleven
years ago, I was forced to stop
working, and my income ended.
What's more, I could not tolerate
being around people. This meant no
more flying kites or tramping through
the woods or strolling around the zoo
with my grandchildren. No more
visits to distant grandchildren or
having the children stay with me.
Even ohone conversations would
mean a sleepless njght and sick day
afterwards. All I could handle was
the rare quiet hour or two with them.
How could I maintain some kind of
relationshiD with these nine kids as
they grew up? With no money, I
couldn't even continue to buy them
gifts.

Eventually I thought of making things
for them, but I had not been much
into crafts-too busy. Now I was
living in seclusion with lots of time. I
sought ideas at the library. The first
projects I tackled were dolls and
dolls' houses. lbegan dressing
small, cheap, stuffed animals from
Wal-Mart, using materials from cast-
off clothing. After discovering
modeling compounds and pipe
cleaners. I learned to make dolls. as

this soft doll, dressed in material
from my old dress and jeans. For
Rachel I made a medieval royal

family, with pets. And Michelle
received this doll's house, made
from a box and filled with people.
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Sewing doll clothes and dolls' house
furnishings awakened my interest in
stitching. With ideas from books,
more "found" fabrics, and
inexpensive yarns, I began
experimenting
with embroidery.
At first I adapted
designs and
motifs from books,
such as this wall
hanging in surface
embroidery to
celebrate Katie's
bi(h and the pillow for my mother, in
counted cross stitch. Bv this time. as

you can see, I
was mal(ng
things for
adults, as well
as grandkids.
And now I
wanted to do
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well as dress
them. This
led to more

interesting dolls, such as
the Count Dracula and
mummy requested by 5-
year-old Lucas. For one-
year-old Katie I created my own desrgns.



Among the first
original designs I
created were birthday
cards, such as this

- 
one for my son. Since
then, I've stitched all
the birthday greetings
and gifts I send,
including this framed
picture for daughter-
in-law Nan. lt was an
improvisation,
"painted" directly on

the fabric with stitches. In mntrast,
this throw pillow for my husband was
carefully designed on graph paper
and stitched in blackwork and
counted cross stitch.

"Srhe gua non," it says.

After five and a half years without
income, I was finally granted
disability insurance. With a little more
leeway in our budget, I enrolled in a
corresDondence course of The
Embroiderer's Guild of America,
"Personal Needlework Connections
through Drawing and Design" so that
I could learn how to make more
sophisticated and accomplished
embroideries. What started as a
simple way of staying connected with
my grandchildren was becoming a
serious interest and a skill that I
wanted to develoD further. I was
falling in love with stitching. And my
stash was growing-from cast-off
clothing, leftover threads, and
occasional remnants to materials

bought especially for projects, even
projects as yet unconceived. I was
falling in love with the materials, too.

Here is the
view from our
apartment, a
landscape
design from my
own drawing, a
requirement for

the course I was taking and a way of
expressing my love for our beautiful
home. And this is
the final project for
the course, a
design using new
and antique oriental
silks with various
gold threads and
gold kid leather
created to show the
love and joy I was experiencing in
making needleart.

With my new skills, I
created this wedding
gift for my
granddaughter. lt
features dimensional
embroidery-the
flowers are raised
above the surface-

pearls, and gold beads.

At her request, I
did these portraits
of Rachel's dogs
from a snapshot
she sent me-my
first attempt at
stitching dogs.
This piece can be closed like a book
and tied with the silk ribbon.

Goldwork has become my passion.
To develop the difficult techniques
needed to do this work, I signed up
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for another
correspondence
course in silk and
metal thread
embroidery and then
produced this wedding
album for my son and
his bride.

For my husband s birthday two years
ago, I designed
and stitched this
card, featuring
gold kid.

Now l'm playing
with crazy
patchwork. as shown on the birthday
card recently stitched for
granddaughter Rachel, at 15 too
grown-up for dolls and dolls houses.

I have always loved to work, and I've
had the good fortune of having work
I loved. Not being able to work was
frightening. Had CFS not deprived
me of my career, however, I doubt
that I would have discovered a love
for embroidery, or for making art of
any kind. lt had not occurred to me
that I had any talent for creating
visual art, nor did I know when I
began that embroidery can be fine
arf. As practiced by the women in
my family, needlework is a craft and
an expediency. Now I think of myself
as a needleartrsf. at least, an artist in
the making. Working at art about two
hours a day makes me happy.

All my loved ones have original
needleart I have created for them. In
fact, I am most motivated and
inspired by a gift-giving opportunity.
It's thinking about a particular person
that triggers ideas and generates
desire to make something for that
individual.

CFS took away the career that I
loved, and my income, and isolated
me from family and friends. Once I
wondered how I could live, missing
most of what had made life
meaningful and satisfying. But losing
that life opened the way to
discovering work that I love and a
new way of expressing love for mY
family and friends.

Indeed, love ls a many-splendored
thing. lt is not just love for people,
but also love of a craft. love of work,
love for the beautiful materials used
in the work, and love of the beauty
one can create. By doing work I love,
I am able to express my love for the
people dear to me. I am able to
express my love for Life. Despite
CFS. mv life is filled with love.


